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APPENDIX
i

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

| NRC Inspection Report: 50-458/91-05 Operating License: NPF-47

Docket: 50-458

i Licensee: Gulf States Utilities (GSV)_
'

P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775

Facility Name: River Bend Station (RBS)

Inspection At: RBS Site, St. Francisville, Louisiana

Inspection Conducted: February 11-15, 1991

Inspectors: 8
Rf E. Baer, Senior Reactor Health Physicist Date
Radiological Protection and Emergency

Prepar dness,Section

/
f $; /

~t /T. Ricketson, P.E., Senior Radiation Date
/ Specialist, Radiological Protection and:

Emergency Preparedness Section#

.
Approved. 425 J// 9/.. _ ,,

| j B. Av.rray, Chief, Radiological Protection and Date
4me.rgencyPreparednessSection| <

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted February 11-15, 1991 (Report'50-458/91-05)
!

|- Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of the licensee's occupational
-

'

_ radiation protection and solid radioactive waste management and transportation
of radioactive materials programs.

Results: ~ Staffing of the radiation protection (RP) program was adequate in
most areas; marginal in one. The program appeared to have adequate management
support and oversight. Quality assurance (QA) audits were comprehensive and-

the audit team included technical experts.
|
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The licensee had adequate programs for general employee training (GET),
radiation worker training, R~.' technician training, management training, and
supervisory training, T..e RP technician training included a session on
site-specific. radiological-hazards associated with reactor systems. RP
personnel were found to meet qualification requirements.

.

Adequate controls were in place in the radiological controlled area (RCA), and
surveying and mt.itoring appeared adequate. The presence of radioactive gas in '

portions of the RCA placed an extra burden on the RP group by adding the .

potential for radioactive contamination on individuals leaving the area to be
masked and to go undetected.

,

'

The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) program was staf_ fed by aggressive'

personnel, but the number of individuals directly involved had declined. The
program had produced good results relative to the. radiation levels found in the
plant.

The solid radioactive waste and transportation activities programs have been
,

demonstrated to be well established and maintained programs. Personnel
staffing of supervisory positions are very stable and these individuals stay

,

current with regulatory changes. !
,

The internal dosimetry program has relied on the whole body-counter.for all
bioassay results. The licensee has not had_ to provide in-vitro bioassay and .;
did not have procedures or sample containers-available to sur rt this type of ;
sampling program. This was classified as an open item. ;

i
No violations or deviations were identified. Three previously identified
inspection findings were -closed out in paragraph'2. i
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DETAILS

:

j 1. Persons Contacted
'

'P. D. Graham, Plant Manager
*D. L. Andrews, Director, Nuclear Training
*W. T. Bullard, Technical-Assistant4

| *E. M. Cargill, Director, Radio 1cgical Programs
*J. W. Cook, T nical Assistant, Licensing,

. i

j *D. Chustz, Su,_. visor, Maintenance Support.
.

! *D. R..Derbonne, Assistant Plant Manager, Maintenance
*R. G. Easlick, Radwaste Supervisor

; *C, L. Fantacci, Supervisor, Radiological Engineering
.

*J. R. Hamilton, Director, Design Engineering
j *G. K. Henry, Director, Quality Operations
; *J, C. Maher, Engineer, Nuclear Licensing
| *R. L. Mullins. Supervisor, Contracts and Purchasing
'

*W. H. Odell, Manager, Oversight
I *J. E. Spivey, Senior Engineer, QA
! *K. E. Suhrke, General Manager, Engineering and Administration

,

4

; Others
!

! W. L. Curran, Site Representative, Cajun*

: D, P. Loveless, Resident Inspector, NRC
| T. O. McKernon,-Reactor Inspector,:NRC*

! W. T. Seidle, Chief, Test Programs Section, NRC*

j *J. E. Whittemore,-Reactor Inspector,.NRC
. ,

! The inspectors also interviewed.several other licensee personnel in'th'e
i RP, chemistry, operations, maintenance, QA, and tra_ining departments.
i
*

Denotes those persons that attended the exit interview conducted*

i February 15, 1991.

2. Followup on Previous Inspection Findings (92701 and 92702)
; (Closed) Open Item (458/8917-04): High Plant Dose Rates --This . item was

previously discussed in NRC Inspection Report- 50-458/89-17 and-involved*

the unexpected high radiation. levels-encountered throughout the.drywell'

i and reactor containment during refueling outage no. 2. . The. licensee had
: established a source term-task force that had been assigned the task of
[ . reviewing plant conditions and recommending-a course of action to. control'

Md reduce the radiation levels. .This matter was first discussed during a
meeting in January 1990 and during several meetings subsequent to-that

6 time. The next meeting is scheduled for March 1991. -The source _ term task
force is an on going program directed at reducing the~high plant dose
rates through training and engineering controls.,

L
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(Closed) Unresolved Item (458/9030-01): Barrier Rope Policy - This item
was previously discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/90-30 and
involved the lack of a management policy for the use and respect for
barrier ropes to control entry into ths RCA. The licensee had established i

a high radiation /very high radiation area task force to provide
recommendations on radiation boundary controls. The task force had
established and management had implemented a policy for barrier rope to
control access to radiological areas. All personnel requiring access to
the RCA had to attend a training course and were required to pass the
examination with a score of 80 percent or greater,

,

(Closed)Violatior(458/9029-01): Failure t, Maintain a Roped High
Radiation Area - This item was previously discussed in NRC Inspection
Report 50-458/90-29 and involved the failure to maintain a roped high
radiation area greater than 1000 millirem within the drywell in accordance
with Technical Specifications (TS). The rope barrier used to control
access to the area was found down at the entrance to the area. The
licensee initiated a multi-step program to corr _ect high radiation area
deficiencies and violations of this kind that had occurred at a greater
than normal frequency. A task force was established and recommendations
presented such that all postings were inspected and evaluated for
effectiveness. Daily checks of high radiation area postings and monthly
operability checks on high radiation area doors were conducted. RP

management inspected and approved all new high radiation area postings.
Engineering evaluations were made to reduce the use of temporary rope
barriers, and recommendations were made to increase the use of permanent
fixtures.

3. License Event Report (LER) Followup (927001

| LER 90-010
1
' LER 90-010 was issued af ter an operator entered a high radiation area and

failed to restore the rope barricade located across the handrails of the
stairwell leading to the residual heat removal "A" pump. room. The
licensee's proposed corrective action was to train all plant operators on
the RP practices related to this event and counsel the operator.

The inspectors verified that the licensee had completed the corrective
actions as listed in the LER. The actions taken were:

| Counsel the operator who removed the barrier rope.

* Training on RP practices related to the event were provided to-all
plant operators in Module 7 of the licensed operator requalification
training. This training was completed on May 11, 1990.

This LER is considered closed,

w
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LER 90-020

LER 90-020 was issued after a radwaste operator entered a high radiation
area without a dose-rate meter, alarming _ dosimeter, or RP technician
coveraga. This event occurred on May 4, 1990. On May 9, 1990, a contract
secueny officer crossed a high radiation area barrier without the
necessary RP coverage being provided.. The root cause was attributed to
cognitive personnel error in both cases.

The inspectors verified that the licensee had completed the corrective
actions as listed.in the LER. The actions taken were:

The radwaste operator who crossed the high. radiation area boundary
had received additional counseling on the event.

' The security officer had been counseled on the event and.its
seriousness as a result of the failure to. follow procedures.

' Security personnel had been trained on the facts and circumstances of
the event and the necessity to comply with radiation signs,- labels,
and controls.

* Plant operators had been provided training on this event by August 8,
1990, and the training had been incorporated 1nto lesson
Plan REQ-401-0.

* The-Senior Vice President, River-Bend Nuclear Group, had issued a
memorandum to all site personnel of a multi-step' policy pertaining to
RP violations.

This LER is considered closed.

. LER-042

LER-042 was issued af ter five occurrences of improperly restored barriers -

for high radiation areas were-discovered. These occurrences were.
determined on four separate dates,- November 16, 23, and 29 and December 6,. '

1990. The root cause for these incidents was determined by.the licensee
to be that personnel failed to properly restore the barriers for

| undetermined reasons. The licensee concluded that'a generic problem
|- existed with regards.to posted RP barriers. The November 16, 1990,

occurrence resulted in the issuance of Notice'of: Violation 458/9029-01.

The inspectors verified that the licensee had completed the corrective
actions as listed in the LER. The actions taken were:
' Establish a task-force to determine casual-factors associated with

these incidents and provide-recommendations.

* Daily inspection of high radiation' area postings.

,
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A supplemental report documenting corrective _ action's had not been issued.
This report is due by March 31, 1991. -The inspectors reviewed the-

implementation of recommendations as presented in corrections to the
Notice of Violation 458/9029-01.

I

This LER is considered closed.

| 4. Open Items Identified During This Inspection
!

; An open item'is a matter that requires further review and evaluation by.
tha inspectors'or licensee. Open items are used to document,-track' and-
ensure adequate followup on matters of concern to the inspectors. The ,

following open item was identified:

| Open Item Title _ Paragraph -

458/9105-01 In-Vitro Bioassay Sample Procedures 9 '

L

5. Inspector Observations-

An inspector observation is a matter discussed with the licensee during or
i after the exit-interview. Observations are neither violations,
1 -deviations,'nor unresolved items. They have-no special: regulatory
; requirement, but are suggestions for the'licensce's consideration,

a. ALARA Staffing Level

The ALARA staffing levelchad decreased from three to two persons (see
paragraph 6).

b. Radiological Occurrence Reports

The_ licensee does not have a unique ~ reporting'and tracking system _for
radiological- infractions (see paragraph.6),

c .- High' Levels of Radioactive Gases in the RCA

The licensee had_ experienced high-levels of radioactive _ gases in-the
RCA (see paragraph 10).

|- ,

! d. Radioactive Waste Training-
!

I The licensee had not scheduled radioactive waste training for quality
| service auditors (see paragraph 12.c).

| 6. Organization and Management Controls- (83750)- =!
,

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's organization, staffing, and
management controls;to determine compliance with the' requirements in-
-Sections 6~.2 and 6.5.3.8 of_the TS and agreement with the commitments _in,

_

| Chapter 13 of the Updated Safety Analysis Report -(USAR).
i
;

!

'
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There have been no structural changes to the RP organization since it was
last inspected. The RP department consisted of 58 people including 33 RP
technicians, No contract RP technicians were employed during routine
operations. The turnover rate for 1990 was. low. The licensee had lost
one RP technician, two RP professionals and two other RP staff had left
the RP department for positions in different departments. The inspectors
confirmed that adequate position descriptions were available,

,

| Staffing in most RP areas appeared to be adequate, However, only one
person was assigned on a rotating basis-to perform radiation survey
instrument calibrations and repairs. The individual-kept up.with-
calibration requirements, but had limited ability to make_ repairs,-

'

Licensee representatives stated that the plant did not have a contract for -
instrument repair with a vendor to compensate for the ' limited electronic
component repair expertise. Licensee representatives acknowledged that

: the shortage of alarming dosimeters in good repair at_ the start of the-
most recent refueling outage was a result of-this condition.

The inspectors also noted that the number of personnel assigned to the'
ALARA program had declined from three to two. However, overall, it

; appeared that the RP program received adequate _ management support,

! Management oversight was evident in the form-of QA audits and
surveillances. The inspectors met with representatives of the QA '

,

i department and discussed the programs for. performing audits conducted by
quality services and surveillances conducted by quality operations,

.

!
The QA audit team which conducted the 1990 audit =of the RP. program was-
assisted by technical experts from other sites and resulted in seven,

findings and five recommendations. The QA audit was comprehensive and4

performance based. The inspectors reviewed theLmaster audit plan and the-

; audit checklists and found them to be acceptable.- The inspectors noted
; that RP department'_s responses _to the audit findings were.not always
j timely, but all audit findings:had been addressed,
;-

| The inspectors reviewed QA surveillances perforrad by- quality operations
personnel in the areas of RP, ALARA,' and transportation, 'and determinedi

; that they were adequate. The inspectors noted that the-' licensee used a
; . master surveillance plan-to' ensure that a consistent core of surveillances

was performed annually and that representatives from quality operations,

! maintained an adequate chain of communications to ensure that '

surveillances could be performed on_ emergent work.
'

The licensee did not have a method unique to RP for documenting
radiological occurrences or infractions. The method required an assignment ,;

i of responsibility to the appropriate department, an investigation', a' root -

I
-

cause analysis, and corrective action before closeout, Of the
: 59 condition reports assigned to the RP department in 1990, 11 remained
|- open.- Licensee representatives stated that there were other condition
| reports involving radiological occurrences that were assigned to other

departments for closure, but were unable to supply the number of those (of
,

|

|
4
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radiological consequence) still open. The inspectors noted that *

radiological events occurring in 1990 were trended in an effot+. to
identify problem areas and formulate actions and policies in a proactive
manner, although it was not performed until.the end of the year.,

No violations or deviations.were identified.

7 Training and Qualifications (83750J

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's training and qualification program-
to determine compliance with the requirements in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of

-

the TS and 10 CFR 19.12 and agreement with commitments in Chapter 13.2 of
the USAR; the . recommendations- of NRC Regulatory Guides (RGs) 8.8, 8.10,
8.13, 8.27, and 8.29; and ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978.

The inspectors reviewed student handout material-given out for GET I and
GET II and determined that the material covered information.necessary for
compliance with-10 CFR 19.12 and agreement with the RGs. .The inspectors
reviewed an instructional video tape presented as part of_GET-S training-
and, likewise, determined that it contained adequate information to comply
with requirements.

,

The RP department did not have a training. coordinator position;.however,
the duties of " training liaison" were perfo'rmed-by a RP foreman who
stated, during an interview with the inspectors, that he spent;
approximately 20 percent of his time on training matters.= The inspectors

. determined that-was roughly equivalent =to'the amount of time spent.by-
other departments with designated training coordinators, such as-
chemistry. Representatives of the training department expressed a concern
that'there was no single point of contact for RP. training in the.RP

,

department, At the exit interview, the: inspectors discussed the benefits :

of an individual -selected in the RP department as the point _of contact for
RP training. '

'

The inspectors- also. reviewed a copy. o_f a qualification matrix available
for use by RP foremen and RP supervisors prioruto their assigning RP staff

; members'to specific tasks. The document was the licensee's method of-
| ensuring that RP staff personnel _had'been adequately trained..

The inspectors interviewed representatives of the training _ department and-
found that the two RP technician training ~ program instructors were a
former RP technician and the other was-an R' technician on rotating
assignment to the-training department for 18 months and thus were
cualified to discuss RP issues.

The inspectors noted that RP technician training included a course in
plant systems. Included-in the plant systems' training was a 2-hour
session addressing the radiological hazards specific to the plant. The
inspectors reviewed Lesson Plan BT-076-0 and;noted:that it included '

discussions of hazards associated with the train steam, condensate, reactor
feedwater, reactor water cleanup, of fgas, emergency core cooling, residual
heat removal, rear core isolation cooling, standby liquid control, fuel

r
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pool cooling and cleanup, and transversing in-core probe systems. The
,

lesson plan concluded with a discussion of problems associated with
refueling operations, such as possible high airborne radioactivity after-
head removal, spread of contamination due to flooding-of the reactor

,

cavity, and high radiation levels due to neutron activation of structural-

,

components. Handouts featuring the main points of the_ discussions'were-

provided to the students.

To further increase the RP department's collective knowledge of,the plant-
systems, the health physics supervisor was scheduled to participate in an.

upcoming operator training program.

The inspectors reviewed a: summary of the training for managers and ..

: supervisors and-determined that it met-established guidance. During 1990,
! plant managers and-supervisors had attended professional meetings' andL

training germane to.their respective areas of. expertise. The inspectors
determined that records of these particular training activities had not:-
been transferred to the training department. Licensee rcpresentatives
stated that they would consider transferring this training to the-
individual's official training records. ,

4

The RP department included approximately-seven people with degrees in~4

science and engineering and' ore certified-health physicist. - Approximately,

10 people had been certified Sy the Natioral| Registry of Radiological<

-Protection Technologists, mest who were:foremenlor supervisors. _ Licensee
representatives stated-that training was periodically presented to help
individuals prepare.for'the-certification examination.' The inspectors

| reviewed selected resumes of the RP-department. staff-and determined that
the individuals met the qualification requirements.'

The licensee had no proceduralized criteria for" selecting 1 contract RP-
,

technicians; however licensee personnel' stated that for guidance they- '

! used the criteria established by a vendor of contract RP. technicians to
j - evaluate the past RP experience of-individuals, Thefinspectors-foundathe
; guidance acceptable to ensure that individuals met' qualification
;- - requirements.
! .

.

| The licensee'had no initial screening exam foricontractiRP technicians.- .

| Instead, licensee representatives stated that a test was:given after
i- employment to individuals supplied by a vendor,to provide RP assistance
! - and if?the individuals failed the test, they~were given remedial-training-
| or restricted-responsibilities. Licensee. representatives added that- they-
| were considering using the test as;a screening mechanism prior to initial.

employment in the future.
~

,-

No violations or' deviations were identified.
:

!
'

f

?
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8. External Exposure Control (83750)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's external exposure control program
to determine. compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20.101, 20.102, 20.202, 20.401,
and 20.403 and agreement with commitments in Section 12 of the USAR. -The-
inspectors verified the licensee had received accreditation by the >

National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program in all eight test
categories for their_ thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLU) program. The
inspectors' review in this area also verified that th licensee had
maintained an acceptable TLD program.

The inspectors verified that each person entering the RCA was issued a TLD
and pocket ionization chamber (PIC). Additional dosimetry devices, such-
as high range PICS or multiple pack TLDs, which included extremity -

monitors, had been issued when required-for. select work evolutions as
specified on a radiation work permit (RWP). The. inspectors reviewed
selected RWPs issued since January 1, 1991. The RWPs appeared to-
incorporate sufficient radiological controls to protect an individual and
maintain their radiation exposure ALARA.

The licensee maintained Form NRC-4 information as required by 10 CFR
Part 20.101. The licensee had established a program to provide a weekly
listing of current worker-exposures based on PIC results. During an

,

outage, a daily listing was provided. These listings were sent:to each
department and posted for review by the workers.

During tours of the RBS auxiliary buildings, turbine building, and
radwaste. building, the inspectors made_ independent measurements and
determined that designated areas in the_RCA were posted properly. The
postings appeared to afford an adequate level of protection to workers.

No violations or deviations were identified.

9. Internal Exposure Control I(83750J

The inspectors reviewed _the licensee's internal exposure control program
to determine compliance-with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.103-and-
agreement with commitments in Section 12 of the-USAR.

The licensee had an acceptable-respiratory protection program in-.
June 1985. The licensee informed the Region IV' Regional Administrator in
August.1985 of the implementation.of the respiratory protection program in~

-accordance with 10 CFR Part 20;103(G). The licensee had maintained the-
respiratory protection program-as originally documented, and the
inspectors did not identify any problems in this area.

The inspectors verified the licensee was maintaining a maximum permissible
concentration hour tracking log. The inspectors noted that the licensee
requires a whole body count on individuals prior to the assignment of a
TLD which is needed to enter the RCA and an exit whole body count upon
completion of the work assignment at the site. The licensee-had routinely

. . . _ . ... _ _ _ _ __ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . . , , . _ . _ _ - _ . _ . _ -.. _ _ , _ .
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performed a whole body count on individuals when facial contamination was
detected in the areas around the nose or mouth as part of their bioassay
program.

The inspectors determined that while the licensee had a vendor selected
for in-vitro staple analysis, the licensee did not have written
instructions-directing how samples should be collected, how samples should
be prepared for shipment, or any sample containers to collect the samples.
This is considered an open item pending further review by the inspectors.
(458/9105-01)

No violations or deviations were Identified.

10. Controls of Radioactive Materials and Contamination.-Surveys, e.nd
Monitoring (83750) ' ~

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program. for surveyinghonitering-
and controlling radioactive materials to determine compliance witt "e
requirements of TS 6.11 and 6.12 and 10 CFR Parts 19.12, 20.2u1, 20. 03,
20.205, 20.207, 20.301, and 20.401. .

{
The inspectors reviewed selected radiation survey records and determined
that surveying and monitoring activities were performed as required. The
inspectors reviewed procedures for controlling access to the RCA and
selected examples of RWPs and determined that they provided adequate
control, information, and instruction to the' workers prior to their
entering the RCA'.

During an inspection of the RCA, the inspectors noted that general
housekeeping appeared to be very good. .There were entry ways into the RCA '

other than through the main access control-point; however, these were
.

procedurally controlled and warning signs and rope barriers were in place-
to warn people not to enter. The inspectors reviewed postings and
controls of high and very high radiation areas and noted that they,were iproper and well maintained. Upon exiting the RCA, the inspectors noted
the use tool monitors and friskers by=RP technicians when surveying
Hams ior free release. Personnel exiting the RCA were required to clear

.) r high sensitivity personnel contamination monitor (PCM) and a portal

.1spectors observed that the presence of high levels _of radioactive
'

in portions of- the RCA led to many individuals causing the PCMs to
The individuals' names causing the PCMs to alarm were-recorded,-1.

they were allowed to exit the-RCA after performing either a whole bodya.

frisk or a hand and foot frisk with the understanding that they had to
return and successfully clear the PCM before leaving the site. The
discrepancy in the type of frisk required led the inspectors to discuss.
the matter with RP representatives who conceded that there should be a
formal procedure for suc2 frisks to ensure compliance and consistency.
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The licensee recorded 251 contamination events in 1990. Of these,
125 were actual skin contaminations and 13 involved hot particles. The
latest figures showed that 5.2 percent of the RCA was contaminated.

The inspectors noted that the number of survey instruments ready for
immediate use was minimal; however, licensee representatives stated that
this was by design. The inspectors confirmed that there was an adequate
supply of calibrated instruments needing only response testing before use.
The RP cepartment was responsible for the calibration of radiation survey
instruments, but the instruments and controls department was responsible
for the calibration of the PCMs and portal monitors. RP personnel
performed routine response checks on the monitors.

No violations or deviations were identified.

11. Maintaining Occupational Exposure ALARA (83750)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's ALARA program to determine
compliance with 10 CFR Part 20.1(c) and agreement with the recommendations
of RGs 8.8 and 8.10.

Both individuals in ALARA shared the title of ALARA coordinator. The
inspectors confirmed that the individuals reviewed procadure changes,
conceptual design changes, and all maintenance work orders projected to
result in exposures in excess of 1 person-rem..

The inspectors reviewed ccpies of ALARA packages and noted that they
contained, among other things, ALARA checklists., man-hour estimates,
radiation survey results, information on similar jobs at other sites,
previous assessments, and lessons learned.

The ALARA coordinators tracked and trenced radiation levels ano chronic
i radiation problem areas within the plant as well as long-term, low-dose

work. They also reviewed exposures assign (d to the RWPs on a Jaily basis
i.. order to ensure that tha exposures . vere within projections.

.

The licensee plans to obtain a surrogate tour, a series of tnousands of
detailed photographs of the interior of the plant stored on laset disk.
When linked to personal computers, the surregate tour may be used as a
planning tool or for briefing indiv'. duals on the location and appearance

' of items in the plant which may present a hazard,

Mock up training was given to individuals in preparatich for control rod
drive mechanism rebuilding and work on flow control valves and feedwater
spargers.

The licensee actively solicited ALARA suggestions aad provided tangible
incentives to promote participation. The licensee iad recei/ed an average
of 20 suggestions a year.

. . .--
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Licensee representatives stated that one of their largest dose savings _
came from the snubber reduction program. Other-savings were realized

,

through extensive use of-temporary shielding,- although representatives
added that they were probably at the-limit of the amount of shielding.that

a'could be used and future increases in dose savings would only be achieved
through increased _ efficiency in hanging the shielding. -They further
stated that they were still evaluating other means.of lowering' dose
through source term reduction methods su h_as filtration, stelite
reduction,- or zinc injection. The licensee- plans to nieet with .

.

representatives of the_NRC to discuss the findings _and recommendations of 1
its source term reduction task force.

,

5-YEAR EXp0SURE HISTORY (in Person-rem)-

1986- 1987- 1988- 1989 1990

River Bend 83 378 107- '530 454
Nationa'l Boiling 752 513 529 442 ---

Water Reactor Average-
a

The 1991 goal is 110 person-rem.

No violations or deviations were identified.

12. Solid Radioactive W ste Management and Transportation of-Radioactive
Materials (86750)

-The inspecters reviewed the licensee's solid radioactive _ waste management
'

and transportation of radioactive materials programs to' determine whether
the licensee _ effectively processes, packages,' stores -~and ships-
radioactive solid wsstes. '

a. Audits and Appraisals

The inspectors reviewed theflicensee's_QA audit and_ appraisal
-(surveillacce) programs for solid radioactiveiwaste-and radioactive
material transportation activities to determine agreement with
commitments in Chapter 13 of_the'USAR and compliance with the=
requirements in Section 6.5 of the TS.

The inspectors reviewed the QA auditzand-surveillance-reports- -

including plans and checklists: performed since the last inspection of-
this area. Audit 90-09-1-PCON/RWMP, " Process Control and Radwaste-
Management Program,":was performed during-the period of September 25
through October 4, 1990. Two. quality assurance _ finding reports were
written for procedural noncompliances; The-QA audit's three major
areas _were administration, processing and-control-of radioactive

. waste,-and shipment of radioactive waste,

i
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1he inspectors also reviewed five su'veillances perfot. d by the
operational QA group. These surveiliances included:

05-90-06-06 Radwaste Activities

05-10-07-09 Radwaste Shipment (Solidified Resins)

Ob 90-10-97 Shipping low Specific Activity
Radioactive Materials (Laundry
Boxes)

0$-91-01-01 Radwaste $hipment ($olidified Rosins)

0$-91-01-07 Radwaste Log Entries

The licensee's audits and surveillances were found to be
comprehensive and effective.

'
b. Changes to program

The inspectors reviewed major changes that had been made since the
last inspection in organization, personnel, facilities, equipment,
programs, and procedures that inay af fect the solid radioactive waste
management and transportation of radioactive materials programs.

The licensee had changed from solidification to a rapid dewatering
system for the processing of spent resin beads. The licensee had not
made a shipment of dewatered spent resin beads since the new vendor
supplied system had been installed. lne licensee had made procedure
changes to include the dewatering system. The Process Control
Program (PCP) had been changed to include the dewatering system.
Since the licensee had changed to the new dewatering system after
January 1, 1991, the cher.ges to the PCP will be included in the
Semiannual Effluent Release Report scheduled for mid-1991 submittal.
The licensee had a copy of the NRC-approved topical report for the
R05-1000, " Radioactive Waste Dewatering System," Revision 1. dated
March 1988. The inspectors questioned the licensee regarding
paragraph 2.9.1 of the PCP which stated there would be " biannual"
recertification of technicians operating the equipment. The licensee
telephoned the vendor regarding this statement and it was determined
the vendor meant " biennial" and had scheduled training accordingly.
The inspectors noted that the vendor personnel assigned to RBS had
received their initial training on rapid dewatering system in
November 1990. The vendor stated they would review the topical
report and make the necessary change.

The licensee was in the process of implementing a new radioactive
waste management system. "Radman" was scheduled to replace the
"Radmail" system presently installed in the plant's computer system,

i

!
_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _
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j c. Training and Qualifications of personnel

) The inspectors reviewed the licensee's training and qualification
a program for RSS personnel involved in the solid radioactive waste and a

j radioactive material transportation activities to determine agreement
,

1 with commitments in Chapter 13 of the USAR and the licensee's '

J response to CRC Bulletin 79-19 and compliance with Section 6.3
j and 6.4 of the TS. *

The inspectors noted the licensee had contracted for a vendor
supplied " Regulatory Awareness" training session to update RBS;

,

i personnel of regulatory changes that-had been made in the past year.
i The inspactors determined that although two members of the operations
i QA group who were responsible for QA surveillances had been scheduled

.

! to attend this course, there was no one from the quality services
j department who was responsible for audits scheduled for attendance. !

: This was discussed at the exit interview on February 15, 1991, and
I the licensee stated quality services personnel would attend. '

f ;

The inspectors discussed the. solid radwaste and transportation
training program with the radwaste foreman and radwaste personnel.

; The discussions indicated that the personnel 'avolved possessed a
j working knowledge of the licensee's specific procedural requirements

and the 6pplicable NRC, Department of Transportation, and burial-site
requirements. *

| d. Solid Radwaste Management
,

i The inspectors reviewed the licensee's solid radioactive waste
7!- program to determine agreement with commitments in Chapter 11 of the

i USAR and compliance with the requirements in Sections 3/4.11.3, 6.13,
4 and 6.13 of the TS.

.The inspectors toured the dry active waste storage facility.in the
i radwaste building and noted the licensee used a waste compactor to
! compress dry radioactive waste materials which were then shipped to a
; vendor for further reduction by super compaction. -The licensee had

also maoe a shipment of noncompacted dry radioactive waste to a->

vendor for segregation and volume reduction.

I e. Radioactive Waste Classification, '/aste Characterization, and
}MppingRequirements:

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program-for the control,
classification, characterization, and shipment of low-level4

| radioactive waste and disposal site license conditions'to determine
i empliance with.the requirements of 10 CFR Parts 20.311, 61.55, and
i 61.56 and the recomtrandations of the NRC Branch Technical Position,
j Revision 1, " Papers on Low-Level Radioactive Waste C?assification and

Waste Form.",
,

;

? r

;

..
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The inspectors determined the licensee had taken and shipped to a
vendor in mid-January 1991 samples of specific waste streams for
special analyses to determine scaling factors for those radionuclides '

which the licensee was not capable of measuring. The licensee had'

delayed sampling until after the late 1990 refueling outage, and the
leaking fuel bundle had been removed from the reactor.

The inspectors reviewed selected radioactive waste shipping manifest
forms and shipping papers that accompany each shipment of radioactive
waste and determined that the shipping manifest appeared to satisfy
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.311.

No violations or deviations were identified.

13. Eyit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives denoted in paragraph 1 at
the conclusion of the Inspection on February 15, 1991, and summarized the
scope and findings o' 'he inspection as presented in this report. The

i licensee did not ide efy as proprietary any of the materials provided to,
or reviewed by, the spectors during the inspection.

,

,

|
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